Abstract

In the infrastructure of Information and Communication Technology (ICT), the design and architecture of software deployed over equipment plays a vital role in system’s concurrent efficiency. The high performance computing nexus with fine-grain parallel processing environment calls for optimized and effective multithreading strategies for ICT’s software implementations. This paper briefly identifies different state-of-art multithreading APIs used in multi-core coherent processors. The paper investigates various APIs based on main categorization of operating system level and lightweight thread level. Operating system level multithreading relies on operating system kernel architecture as numerous threads or tasks achieve concurrency provided by the underlying hardware, thus considered effective for high core programming. On the other hand, various application level lightweight thread models are being offers with lighter mechanism for high parallelism and massive concurrency. Lightweight models are optimized to combine low-latency thread and task scheduling with optimized functionality for data-movement. This comparative study aims to demonstrate major working models and principal differences among well-established libraries in each category. This paper projects an early investigation for the identification of most efficient thread library for ICT equipment.
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1. Introduction

Software applications require the parallel scalability of hardware and software for high performance processing. Multiprocessor architecture enhance parallel processing of multi-threads. In multi-threaded applications, a noticeable problem is data race. Mutex-lock approach reduces the data race problem by giving the permission with synchronous access onshared resources. Due the mutex-lock approach deadlock may occur when one thread holds the mutex-lock for one process and at the same time other processes are continuously waiting for that process. In multithreading approach, the main challenge is to access the shared resources without data race and deadlock conditions which is resolved viably through different implementations of multithreading libraries.

Multi-threading in embedded software applications are on two levels 1): Operating System (OS) level and 2): user level (light weight). OS level multi-threading and resource scheduling is implemented by fault tolerance and patching integrating applications. Responsibility of operating system is to handle the hardware errors and ensure error prone user level application support. However, user level thread is initiated by application level that share storage and control registers with more than one user level threads. More than one registers can be shared and visible to first user-level, second user-level or more with given instruction from OS-level threads for synchronization processing.

Embedded software applications based on ICT equipment are increasingly used in business and governance because of high speed and less resource consumptions at core level of multi-threaded system. Most of organizations pay more attention on ICT hardware rather than software. However, ICT software have strong impact on the usage of resource and energy of hardware. Developing the efficient multi-threaded software
indirectly will consume less equipment resources. ICT based operating systems classified as:

- Multi-users: More than one users are allowed to run the programs simultaneously on operating system. In big organizations hundred or even thousands of users are allowed to run the same program on the same operating system.
- Multi-processing: Permits to run a program on multiple CPUs.
- Multi-tasking: Operating system that allow to operate multiple programs simultaneously.
- Multi-threading: Multiple parts of single program run same time.

ICT operating systems are configured to operate and start-up in different ways. However, configurations are dependent of end user and business requirements. In this paper we have studied current multithreading APIs that are providing multithread support for solving known problems of parallel processing environments. The categorization of these APIs is based on their application at operating system or user level. The study compares and highlights major differences among these APIs. The purpose of this study is to collect and compare available state-of-art multithreading APIs for their adaptation in ICT infrastructure particularly software.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives related works of multithreading and their optimization issues in ICT industry. Section 3 shows categorization of several available multithreading APIs along with highlighted differences. Finally, section 4 gives conclusion and future works.

2. Related Work

Multi-threading is important in embedded software to get predictability of execution time, real-time work deadlines and less consumption of energy resources. In current industry, time and energy is more important to get speedy execution in embedded software. To improve the efficiency of multi-threading, embedded hardware processors XMOS XS1-L series has been used for ICT which is programmed on C language. Author presented energy model of multi-threading for these processor to reduce the energy consumption, increase the execution speed and deterministic system.

Reduced energy consumption in Internet of Things (IoT) and ICT equipment by using multi-threading approach in embedded software got interest in current research. Multi-threaded embedded software ultimately increases the efficiency for both hardware and software. Hardware become more efficient to reduce the power such as mobile phones must be energy efficient. This only can be achieved with reduced energy consumption consumed by software code during execution time. Multi-threading is efficient method to reduce the consumption of resources and ultimately effects overall energy consumption.

Non-determinism of threads and processes are still ongoing problem and also not easy to handle where large number of threads are waiting for shared common resources. To remove data race and deadlock from concurrent system Pthread and Dthread has been used. Free deadlock system and accurate output from each thread is possible by synchronized execution of threads. In a comparative study between Pthread and Dthread on same concurrent system to remove data race and deadlock, authors in have found Dthread as more efficient and effective to get synchronized execution of threads and free deadlock system.

3. State-of-Art Multithreading APIs

Based on execution environment, the multi-threading approach is categorized ini) OS (kernel) level multi-threading and, ii) user level (light weight) multi-threading. Kernel structure, scheduler of processes and programing model are the characteristics of OS. Key points of OS multi-threading are process scheduling and efficient programing model. Moreover, kernel structure manages the threads i.e. resource allocations, access to shared resources. On the other hand, end-user application manages the user level multithreading, which is developed according to application requirements. Management of user level thread scheduling and resource allocations are comparatively easy because additional resources of kernel are not required for user level threads and also no need to utilize all OS level threads.

3.1 OS Level Multi-Threading

OS level multi-threading is managed by two types of POSIX threads Pthread and Dthread.

3.1.1 Pthread

The Problems of data race and deadlock in parallel computing system can be overcome by POSIX thread API
library of C/C++ that consist on Pthreads. Pthread control
the non-deterministic parallel thread execution in sense of
scheduling and shared resource allocation. Concurrency
problem may happen with Pthread by using IEEE POSIX
1003 standard programming interface which specified to
achieve the portability of threaded system [9]. However,
Pthread is used to achieve optimum performance on mul-
tiprocessor architecture and also do need intermediate
copy of memory because within a single process threads
share common address space13.

### 3.1.2 Dthread

Dthread is extended POSIX compliant library for
replacement of Pthreads in C/C++ applications for
more deterministic multi-threaded (DTM) systems.
Determinism is guaranteed by using Dthread even data
race occurrence in multi-threaded program. OS events
always generate the output in same sequence as input is
given by using Dthreads. Various limitation is present in
Dthread implementation such as: external determinism,
unsupported programs, issues with memory consumption
and consistency. However, the numerous advantages are
by far better than Pthread has been investigated by many
researchers. Dthread is portable and ensures internal
determinism with no data race and deadlock. The inter-
nal design of Dthread also bypass false sharing which is
another notorious problem of multithreading over multi
processors13.

Table 1 briefly highlights the differences between
Pthread and Dthread libraries and clearly indicate that
the Dthreads is more efficient, deterministic and safe than
Pthreads for many applications.

### 3.2 User Level (Lightweight)

#### Multi-threading

User level threads are created, synchronized and executed
with transparency of operating system. Run time libraries
are linked with software application and manage user level
threads therefore, kernel level thread change is avoided.
User level threads can be modified by the code without
any changes in operating system kernel. These threads
have limited access of shared resources such as processes
within the specific application13. These libraries are above
OS level threads but are executed with OD participation,
using own programming models.

#### 3.2.1 Qthread

Lightweight multi-threading is supported by Qthread
that maximizes architecture portability and primitives of
synchronization. API of Qthread consists on basic three
components: lightweight command set, threaded loops
and commands for awareness of resources limitation13.
Qthread offer mechanism for high number of user-level
thread handling with high synchronization using mutex.

#### 3.2.2 MassiveThread

Multi parallel processing need tasking layer that fulfills
performance scales, synchronization and communi-
cation of inter-node runtime system. MassiveThread
is lightweight thread library and also compatible with
Pthreads. MassiveThreads trigger user level I/O calls
instead of OS level threads15. When a new user level
thread is created, MassiveThread execute it immedi-
ately and thread that is already executed is moved into
ready queue. MassiveThread use the hardware resources
as worker concept such as CPU or core, environmen-
tal variables define the number of workers i.e. resources
consumption15.

#### 3.2.3 Argobots

Argobots is another lightweight threads library that allows
developers to create their own programing models with
massive concurrency.Argobots library provides the com-
plete access of supported resources to the processes i.e.
OS level resources. The architecture consists of an execu-
tion model and a memory model, supporting two levels
of parallelism using execution streams and work units.
The working units of Argobotsare lightweight execution
units such asuser-level threads or tasklets. The benefits
of Argobots for high performance computing includes
its high support with lowest-level constructs in hardware
and OS. These includes efficient notification mechanisms,

### Table 1. Comparison of Pthreads and Dthreads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APIs</th>
<th>Guarantee Determinism</th>
<th>Recompilation</th>
<th>False sharing</th>
<th>Eliminate false sharing</th>
<th>Fault Protection</th>
<th>Mechanism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pthreads</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>Threads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dthreads</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Processes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Comparison of lightweight thread libraries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User-Level Threads</th>
<th>Unit of works</th>
<th>Levels</th>
<th>Thread support</th>
<th>Queue Based</th>
<th>Group Control</th>
<th>Tasklet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Qthreads</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Private</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MassiveThreads</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Public &amp; Private</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argobots</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Public &amp; Private</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 demonstrates main impacting differences among three discussed user level thread libraries. The use of these thread libraries are dependent on application multithreading requirements. These lightweight approaches seem better than POSIX threads for fine-grain task parallelism or highly nested parallel structures. Most of these implementations are able to provide lightweight execution model with low-latency thread and task scheduling along with meeting optimized data-movement.

4. Conclusion

The paper highlights early investigation about various multithreading libraries and categorized these based on interaction level within multi-core systems architecture. The OS level multithreading comprised of POSIX Pthread and its replacement in C/C++ application by Dthread is discussed. Dthread is found to be much efficient and fully deterministic approach while compromising with external-event determinism and high memory consumption. User level (lightweight) thread models are found to be more efficient with low-latency threads and task scheduling. These approaches are found to be more feasible for fine-grained parallel codes and nested task parallel structures.

In the future, we plan to perform comparative verification for more properties required in an efficient multithreading approach. We will investigate other APIs and approaches to obtain most appropriate multithreading approach for ICT equipment.
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